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Introduction & Client User Group 

This paper seeks to assess the financial position and performance of a publicly listed IT 

services company, namely Softcat Plc. 

The ‘client user group’ (of this analysis) is that of an independent investor, asking a simple 

question “would I invest my money into this business?”. 

This analysis is examined by looking through the lens of a potential retail-investor (wishing to 

predict their likely returns).  
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Review of the User’s Decision Needs 

The first step in this analysis is to consider who the analysis is for and what do they want to 

know (Ryan, Bob. 2008). The user-group here is an inter-related mix of supplier, (external) staff 

and investor, all of whom happen to be the same entity and who do not yet have access to 

anything other than publicly-available information and market-value data (which is assumed to 

be semi-strong form in nature).  

With a further assumption that the board of Softcat are aiming to maximise long-term 

shareholder wealth (rather than short-term gaming and politicking associated with agency 

issues), the user’s decision needs must be identified and prioritised (appendix 2), thereby 

determining which claimants have their objectives maximised and which are merely satisfied 

(Arnold, 2019). To be relevant, this analysis should compare information that enables 

benchmarking about activity, leverage, profitability, solvency and value (Hasan, 2018), for the 

client and the industry as a whole. 

The negotiating question automatically prioritises the needs of the investor (over those of 

supplier and executive), and therefore the decision requirements would be dominated by 

maximising their RoI while balancing risk and seeking to look beyond the (likely biased) 

investor-report made by Softcat’s investor relations team. 

Decision requirements would need to take into account the consultant’s value of their own time 

(thus equating the ‘sweat’ equity and required rate of return) against financial projections of the 

company and the industry, the risk-appetite of Softcat’s executive and whether ‘softer’ issues 

(e.g. the culture and CSR) are an appropriate fit for the investor’s portfolio. 

Whilst the (secondary) needs of the supplier and executive would be concerned with issues 

such as credit-worthiness or days-until-payment, it is regarded relatively trivial in this instance, 

given the relatively small size of sums involved, the excellent credit-rating of the firm (AA - ) and 

the dominance of the investor’s requirements over the other two user’s needs. 
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Analysis of the firm type and its mode of value generation 

Ryan (2008) suggests there are six different types of business, including two types of services-

based business (intangible and real) and given Softcat are providers in the market of supplying 

business IT services, software and products (such as remote helpdesk, devops and integrated 

communications) they can be assumed to be classified as service types although there is 

blurring between intangible and real asset service types given some services depend on IT 

equipment, others on coding/consultancy/support etc. 

Ryan also outlined four drivers of value and the company transcends the first two by historically 

being purely a transactional driver of value (originating as a pure reseller of third-party software) 

through becoming a transformational driver of value (developing software and complex service 

offerings) while the  market and monetary drivers are largely irrelevant to this business model. 

The value creation can be analysed in terms of the value chain (Porter 1985) and this value 

creation is derived by leveraging specialist (technical) knowledge to resolve clients IT 

requirements and support issues (appendix 4), together with creating margins between inputs 

and outputs for both products and  services (eg. cloud infrastructure, hardware, business 

software) and similarly in maintaining margins on engineer’s time for project work, with high 

associated horizontal costs (for skilled engineers’ time) adding to the value chain above simple 

software and hardware resales, which merely creates value by developing a differential between 

inputs and outputs, hence they are defined as “value added” resellers. 

While many firms now compete in the same space (IT/Infrastructure hardware and services 

provision) and overlap to a large degree in their service offerings, they have historically arrived 

from different starting points.  

Softcat originated as a purely software reseller, whereas some of their peers originated from 

hardware retail. Consequently, each company will likely retain different legacy perceptions of 

their own value creation, even if a process of convergent evolution has resulted in their mix of 

tangible and intangible service offerings now becoming largely similar in recent years. 

 

Interestingly, many of the categories these peers are indexed under (by the London Stock 

Exchange) are arguably no longer relevant as these companies have evolved, making the 

selection of suitable peers challenging as no two are the same (Hillier, 2017), requiring 

exhaustive reviews of companies within classifications within LSE by double checking hundreds 

of  websites and shortlisting by turnover and mode of value generation. Most of the peers 
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ranked by Reuters (appendix 3) were replaced in this report by better-suited alternatives. 

 

From the shareholder’s perspective, value is derived from maximizing cash flows which in turn 

is achieved by optimising businesses processes such as Rappaport’s seven value drivers which 

themselves must make the best use of the three types of capital : equity, investment and 

finance. 

Analysis of strategic position and prioritising the financial issues the company needs to address 

Softcat’s strategic position has been considered here by an outwards-inwards approach, firstly 

by considering  an extended DEEEPLIST (appendix 5) together with drivers for change 

(appendix 6).  

Operating Environment 

A challenge in comparing Softcat to suitable peers (as identified by the London Stock Exchange 

as suitable for direct comparison) is in the suitability of those competitors. For example, the LSE 

has selected Avast as a suitable comparison company, where in fact Avast is solely dedicated 

to cyber security (Software and AI), with millions of ‘users’ (free and paid, domestic and 

business) whereas Softcat provides a much broader base of offerings to relatively higher 

spending clients (business only) - in short a different business model. Consequently, alternative 

companies were selected (from the LSE) by virtue of size and similarity in business operations, 

proving “no two companies are the same” (Hillier, 2017). 

Of those peers reviewed, strategic KPIs can be reviewed in appendix 7, where Softcat’s 

investment in their staff and culture are way ahead of all the others which hugely impacts the 

overall growth and profitability, as Softcat’s profitability per employee is over three times 

more than the next best peer and over seven times the worst. These stellar figures are also 

apparent in the labour asset turnover and labour productivity ratios in the PERL ratios. 

It is apparent Softcat have positioned themselves towards their  target market (approx half UK 

private SME’s, one-third public sector with the remainder enterprise clients) as being the 

"Leading Provider of Technology Solutions and Services" (according to their website) with and 

their target message suggesting they’re  “... delivering exceptional IT solutions and outstanding 

customer service ...” which, given their unparalleled investment in their staff’s training and 

motivation (outlined shortly), is not hyperbole. 

Softcat, holding approximately 7% UK-market-share, are careful to retain a diverse client-list, 

with no single client accounting for more than 2% of their revenue and operate in a growing 

marketplace, providing in-demand services (cyber security, cloud-migration, AI, networking & 

infrastructure etc) and these business-to-business services are critically required. 
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Source : Softcat Annual Report 2019 
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Prioritising Financial Issues 

In all their annual reports, Softcat repeats the emphasis on its gross profit, operating profit and 

cash conversion, in terms of absolute values and continuing growth. Focus on these metrics are 

justified given their lack of debt-leverage meaning their sustained growth can only be derived 

from earnings, therefore cashflow is paramount. 

Softcat maintain a progressive dividend policy, (according to their last interim report) which, 

while attractive to investors (as it promises ever-higher dividends irrespective of performance  

and doubtless counts towards their high price-to-book share price), means that earnings growth 

must be aggressively prosecuted. 

 

The company’s main differentiation (staff culture & job-satisfaction) comes at a price (above 

average remuneration, training etc) which increases operating costs and therefore the other 

costs (software and hardware represent approx 90% of sales) must be keenly negotiated to  

remain competitive (thereby increasing creditor-days plus lowering overall cost of sales). 

(However, they have the worst longest debtor-days and this should be addressed) 

 

Boasting a high cash conversion ratio (over 90% five-year average) signals disciplined 

management and liquidity while, the high ROCE and the likelihood of an impending coronavirus-

induced recession suggests maintaining defensive levels of cash-reserves is now wise to 

withstand likely lower levels of revenue-per-client and lower gross-profit-per-client from 

defensive client-retention strategies in their (highly commoditised) marketplace.  

 

Evaluation of Financial Performance and Financial Position  

The financial performance has been reviewed as a time series, annually since 2015, of Softcat 

against the (earlier revised) peers while the financial position has compared those same peers 

(and average) in their 2019 financial statements and from Thomson Reuters (appendix 8). 

 

Position 

Considering Computacenter generates over five times Softcat’s turnover, it is testament to 

Softcat’s executive they enjoy the highest market cap (March 20) and paid out the most 

dividends in 2019.  Furthermore, in 2019 Softcat enjoyed the highest :  

 Dividends Paid Out 

 Dividends per Turnover Ratio  
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 Operating Profit Growth (4 year arithmetically-averaged %) 

 EPS  Growth (4 year arithmetically-averaged %) 

Encouragingly (for an investor), their current price-to- earnings ratio is still only mid-range of the 

peers. As Softcat boasts no long-term debt, their beaver ratio is redundant so for any concerned 

suppliers, their credit risk is the best by far at 0.03% risk of default. Were an investor interested 

in ‘real worth’, for the last three years Softcat’s net book value has grown consistently (unlike 

Computacenter) and the free cash flows have been similarly healthy. 

Whilst Softcat’s financial position is clearly robust, it’s conjecture as to how much better (or 

worse) the company’s position would be had they leveraged finance. Whilst the (initial) 

Modigliani-Miller theorem suggests no net benefit in how a company’s finances are structured, 

the tax-shielding advantages (outlined in the updated theorem), combined with low current  

interest rates, opportunities for acquisition (in a competitive growth industry) and opportunities 

for increased economies of scale could make a convincing case. 

 

Performance 

 

Softcat's P/E is 31.8 which is above average (17.3) in its market, while its net cash position 

supports a higher P/E ratio, as does its solid recent earnings growth. So it’s not unsurprising the 

market is probably extrapolating recent growth well into the future, reflected in the relatively high 

P/E ratio. 

Since 2015, Softcat’s absolute share value has increased more than its peers and grown at 

least as consistently as Kainos (the next most consistent growth peer), with consistency in 

growth most desirable by shareholders (Arnold, 2019, p14) 

 

Last year saw reported turnover drop by 8.3% which could be misleading due to the recent 

adoption of IFRS15, nevertheless the cashflow, operating profit and gross profit remain 
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consistent and  most importantly, there was an increase in operating profit of 24.21%. Arguably, 

the most important metric (for a long term investor) is the overall growth (and trend) in dividends 

and thus share value. The following graph shows the total shareholder return generated both by 

the movement in share value and the reinvestment of dividend income over the period. Softcat’s 

share price saw a 64.0% return relative to the market over the past 12 months alone. 

 

Source : Softcat Annual Report 2019 

It can be seen from this graph contrasting £100 invested in Softcat’s shares (against that of 

investing £100 in the FTSE 250) that overall shareholder value returns have been exceptional, 

yet comparing Softcat’s financial performance against its peers enables a better understanding 

of its performance against companies in the same sector, carrying similar risk/return 

expectations. Behind the growth in share price is the increased EPS and Softcat has the most 

consistent positive growth in EPS which explains the ever-increasing shareholder confidence 

(and thus increasing price to book ratio). 

 

Underpinning Softcat’s financial position are the financial KPIs and ratios, (including the PERL 

ratios) as outlined in appendix 8.  Most noticeably, Softcat has the highest : 

 ROCE, ROE and RFCE 

 Revenue Turnover Ratio 

 Labour Asset Turnover Ratio (almost twice as high as the next highest) 

 Labour Productivity Ratio 

 Debtor Days and (second) highest creditor days 

 Trade payables, as a percentage of turnover 

 Fixed Asset Turnover Ratio 
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Softcat’s leading ROE figure is more remarkable given it has not been magnified by debt-

leverage and while figures related to returns (ROCE, ROI and ROE) depend upon accounting 

profit (and can therefore be distorted), the growth in cashflows is the second highest of the 

peers, allaying any skepticism the performance is anything less than excellent.  

Assessment of the Financial Outlook of the Firm  

According to Warren Buffet, an investor should only assess the value of a share as a function of 

the sum of discounted future cashflows (Arnold, 2019), which is echoed by (Blumberg et al., 

1996)  who suggest the total of all future cash flows leads to the total value of the company. 

 

Therefore, calculating the intrinsic value of a share and comparing it with the actual share price 

can provide a barometer of Softcat’s financial outlook, assuming that investors are rational, risk 

averse and the market is efficient. 

 

Endogenous Value Estimation  

 

Where the FCF(1,2,3 … n) may represent the predicted free cash flows. 

The weighted average cost of capital (WACC) is simplified here as Softcat carries no long term 

debt and therefore the WACC has been replaced by the cost of equity E(Ri) which may be 

estimated by the capital asset pricing model CAPM (Ryan p.464)  as such : 

 The risk free rate, Rf, has been taken from the 

Thomson Reuters ‘Eikon’ service as the inflation adjusted risk free rate of 0.46% although 

various government bonds could have been used (although their values have been dropping 

markedly recently (statista.com/statistics/885750/average-risk-free-rate-united-kingdom/) 

 

For consistency, the firm specific value of Beta has been taken from Eikon as 0.595 (5 year 

averaged) while the equity risk premium Rm (defined as the expected premium for the FTSE 

market as a whole) was taken as 5.97% from the same source. 

 

Multiplying through gives E(Ri) = 0.46 + 0.595 * (5.97-0.46)  i.e.  3.738 % 

As a potential investor receives dividends free cash flows (FCFs) are the actual dividends being 

paid out (DIV1, DIV2, DIV3 …) and the value of the firm can be expressed by the dividend 

valuation model :  
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An exogenous growth estimation for the value of the company can be provided by the general 

dividend growth model : 

 where Eo was the most recent (2019) earnings per share (34 

pence). The dividends paid out per share was 15p so the dividend retention ratio b =  19 pence / 

34pence   i.e. 0.559 

Substituting the actual values (already outlined) into this equation gives : 

Po = 34 * ( 1 + 0.559 * 0.03738)  /  0.03738     =  928.58 pence and as the actual market price 

when the input figures were taken on 22nd June2020 was 1091 pence, this exogenous model 

suggests Softcat is overpriced.  

 

We can confirm this implicit value using growth ‘g’ from Gordon’s growth model :  

 suggesting g = b * E(Re) gives 55.9% * 3.738% = 2.09% which is an 

order of magnitude away from the last 3 years average growth of 27.16% 

If we use Gordon’s g value in the general form of the dividend growth model : 

 

= 15 * (1 + 0.0209)  /  (0.03738 - 0.0209) = 15.3135 /  0.0165   = 928.09 

pence. This requires g is constant and the share price increases at the same rate as dividends 

(Hillier, 2017). 

Exogenous Estimation from GDP & Inflation 

Increase in GDP 2019 = 1.41% (https://data.worldbank.org/) 

Current inflation rate = 1.19 % (https://www.statista.com/) 

Therefore GDP nominal= 1.0119 x 1.0141  - 1  =  0.0262 

 

It should be noted that, due to Covid19, the current GDP is reduced to minus - 6%, although this 

has been ignored for the purposes here as Softcat supplies services that are critical to 

businesses and any risk associated with Covid19 is systematic risk of the market,  rather than 

unsystematic risk associated with Softcat. 

Po = 15 * 1.0262  / ( 0.03738 - 0.0262)   =  15.393  /  0.01118   =  1376.84 

Taking an average of endogenous and exogenous valuations gives  928.09 + 1376.84 / 2 = 

1152.46   

Last value of Softcat (from 30 June) was 1091 so this figure is accurate to circa 5.6% 

https://data.worldbank.org/
https://www.statista.com/
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It should be noted that these figures are theoretical and the entire CAPM model is increasingly 

unpopular, due, in part because of dubious assumptions made about the values of the risk free 

rate (there can be no such thing). Furthermore, the values of beta vary between sources 

(Arnold, 2019) leading to the expression “beta is dead” (Fama and French 1998) and “historical 

betas are useless” (Fernandez, 2009). Also the value for the Risk Premium depends on which 

set of data (and which period to calculate the variance)  an analyst uses, again rendering it 

controversial (Arnold, 2019). For these reasons and others, a discounted cashflow calculation 

often proves more accurate than the dividend growth model just exercised (Deloof et al, 2009). 

Space permitting, fuller analysis including multiple methods, possibly augmented by more 

esoteric approaches such as Markov chains (Carmichael, 2008) could be employed to give a 

range of scenarios. 

 

 

Evaluation 

Pragmatically, Softcat’s financial outlook is indicated by how much the market will pay for its 

shares. Specifically, the price to book and price to earnings values reflect the degree of 

confidence with which the market believes that the shares will provide a positive return and 

these figures are circa 18.7 and 32 respectively, both very positive signals. 

By contrast, the net book value, from Softcat’s 2019’s annual report (defined as the net assets 

i.e. total equity) is £115,392,000 meaning each (5p ordinary) issued share is worth 58.1p each 

(from 198,674,492) shares against the current market value of 1091 pence. 

Softcat is therefore a successful company with an excellent (long-term) outlook, providing 

business-critical services within a sector (IT) that has been growing inexorably so while its future 

is linked to the welfare of other businesses (and the market as a whole), its outlook is 

considerably more robust/resilient than B2B businesses providing more discretionary services 

and this is reflected in its low beta of circa 0.6 

 

To reiterate, the market’s confidence (the ultimate arbiter of a company’s financial outlook) is 

highlighted by stark contrast of Softcat’s last 12 month’s shares performance over the FTSE for 

the same period, against the backdrop of the Covid-19 pandemic, up to late June. 
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Source : Google 

 

A recent change (downwards) of interim dividends was announced which usually signals 

concern however, given the global pandemic, this can be interpreted as a precautionary, 

conservative measure, rather than a signal of management’s concerns about future cashflows. 

Conclusion 

Softcat’s impressive growth, fuelled organically by earnings (rather than debt) and underpinned 

by (unrivalled) profitability-per-staff with excellent managerial efficiency will likely to continue to 

be a winning combination as it now develops footholds in overseas markets, making it a 

company with excellent financial prospects.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 - Stakeholders
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Appendix 2 ‘Stakeholders Needs’

 

Source (Ryan, Bob. (2008) pp 177 

 

Appendix 3 - Softcat’s Peers (as suggested by Reuters) 

 

Note, Aveva has been eschewed here as a comparator, along with NCC Group PLC, GB Group 
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PLC, Nexi SpA as they are not realistic competitors. 

 

Appendix 4  - Porters 5 Forces Analysis 

Supplier Power:   Softcat is a reseller and relies on its suppliers for input. Softcat has 57 

suppliers that supply unique product of its own and as such has some degree of strength and 

control over the company.(“What we do”)  Softcat cannot just switch from one to another like 

switching from IBM to HP because of customer’s needs.  Supplier power is dealt with much 

difficulty because it is easy for suppliers to drive prices up. 

Bargaining power of Buyers.  Buyer power is high because of the importance of each individual 

buyer to the business such that it is easy for them to drive prices down.  Buyer can easily switch 

from Softcat’s products and services to someone else, so they are able to dictate terms. 

Competitive Rivalry. The IT industry has many competitors that offer equally attractive products 

and services. Most likely they also get their inputs from the same suppliers of Softcat because 

there is no exclusive contract with suppliers. Softcat have little power in the situation because 

suppliers can go to other resellers if they don’t get a good deal from the company. 

Threat of Substitution:  Softcat  is affected by the ability of customers to find a different way of 

doing things from what company offers.  For example, they may use their own IT solutions and 

this can weaken Softcat power on the company because substitution is easy. 

Threat of New Entry:  Softcat’s power is affected by the new entrants to the market. Because of 

non-exclusivity of IT suppliers, and it costs little time and money to enter the market and 

compete,  Softcat’s power is low.  

 

Appendix 5 - DEEEPLIST  (Modified from DEEPLIST but incorporating an ‘Ethical’ dimension) 

 

Demographic 

 Globalisation. Who’s using the service? Who’s providing the service? Agile workforce. 

Ageing society. 
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Economic 

 Threats from abroad - cheap labour. Impact of Coronavirus (Recession, Online shipping 

boost, Staff furloughed) Ageing society. Negative oil prices, Public health and security. Steady 

growth of microsoft business tools. 

 

Environmental 

 More people working from Home.  Shortening of product life due to obsolescence. 5G & 

signal towers. e-waste. Green energy on the rise & need to emphasise sustainability.  

Ethical 

 Hacking competitors. 4th Industrial Revolution - other countries getting left behind. Facial 

recognition. Eavesdropping.  

Political 

 Foreign/State actors. Brexit. Terrorism.  Security e.g Huawei. Stability in UK 

Legal 

 GDPR & Privacy. E-Signatures. Governance. Cross country policies. AI Based dispute 

resolution. Technology changing faster than legislation. Encryption for Cybercrime & hacking. 

Surveillance powers. Increasing data protection & telephony laws. 

Informational 

 Big Data IP traffic will reach 2.3 zettabytes by 2020 from sources such as IoT, 5G and 

increased video. Training for all of these technologies will required. 

The Global Managed Services Market is expected to expand at 16.2% CAGR to reach USD 

417.1 Billion by 2024 (ref. https://www.marketresearchfuture.com/reports/managed-services-

market-2424)  Decreasing information asymmetry.  

https://www.marketresearchfuture.com/reports/managed-services-market-2424
https://www.marketresearchfuture.com/reports/managed-services-market-2424
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Source https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/big-data-industry 

 

 

Social 

 Globalisation. Speed of Response. Online-training. Corporate Responsibility. 

Governments need to keep up. Data overload. Digital literacy. Skills shortages. Innovation & 

new jobs. Training. Social media, Netflix. Employee behaviour affected by social changes. 

Greater uptake of mobile-friendly apps, services and storage 

 

Technological 

 Blockchain. AI. Ecommerce. Remote working. Data-consumption. 

Internet of Things, artificial intelligence, 3-D Printing, energy storage, and quantum computing 

unfold. Security. 5G, Cloud Computing. Security threats. 

 

Appendix 6 - Drivers for change 

 “Drivers for growth continue to be mobile workforce, security, hyperconvergence, software 

defined management, edge computing, analytics and cloud adoption, often to a hybrid multi-

cloud environment. The arrival of the 5G network will drive further demand for devices, security, 

analytics, storage and compute at the edge of the network”.  

Source :  Softcat Annual Report 2019 

 

 

https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/big-data-industry
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Appendix 7 - SWOT 

 

 

 

Appendix 8 - Strategic KPIs 
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Appendix 8 - Financial KPIs & Performance Ratios 
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